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SEGMENT 15

PREFACE TO REVIEW SEGMENTS

This volume of your Self-Paced Physics course con-
tains three Review Segments which have been care-
fully arranged to match corresponding sections of

. your PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. You may find the
grouping below helpful in organizing your review
time.

Review Segment Covers Topics in Study Segments

15 1 through 5

16 6 through 10

17 11 through 14

The review problems are numbered in sequence in each
Segment. Previous study problem(s) to which each
review problem xelates is shown in parentheses fol-
lowing the review problem number.

For example, review problem 9 in Segment 15 iden-
tifies the related material as

9 (3-12; 1-10)

which means that the topical substance of review
problei 9 contains concepts and operations which
are also involvediai both Segment 3, Problem 12
and Segment 1, Problem 10. In this particular
case, problem 9 is concerned with projectile motion
in common with problem'3-12, and with rectangular
components_of vectors in'common with problem 1-10.

0
We.recommend that you establish a pattern of review
which will make full use of this back-referencing
.system. Despite the fact that there is almost
an infinite number of ways to state a problem in a
given field, the numberoof relevant concepts and
operations are limited. By referring to the on

problems before or after solving the review
problem, you will profitably view essential opera-
tions and procedural sequences from several dif-
ferant vantage points. It will enable you to iso-
late and organize the essential concepts that are
common to,so many problem situations.

next page



ii -SEGMENT 15

continued

Each Segment is accompanied by its own individual
STUDY GUIDE to be retained in your files as usual.
And, as In the learning Segments, the problems are
in numerical order but the solutions are scrambled
so that the latent image STUDY GUIDE must be used
to locate the solution in which you are interested.
You will at once observe, however, that the STUDY
GUIDES for the Review Segments differ from those
you have used previously in that there are no
references to Information Panels, Audiovisuals,
assigned reading, or homework. )411 review problems
are to be solved by everyone:, there are no alter-
native paths. Finally, no provision is made for
true-false follow-up questions or answers in the
solutions or STUDY GUIDE.

Completed STUDY GUIDES should be submitted for
evaluation to your instructor in accordance with
previously established procedures. These will
be returned to you after they have been examined.

Good luck.
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SEGMENT 15 1

(1-1). A car moving on a straight road, covers a distance of 0,7500
mi in exactly 90.0 sec. Compute the average, speed of the car (write
your answer with the correct number of significant figures)

1) in mi/hr
2) in ft/sec
3) in m/sec

2 (1-13). The speed of a particle in meters per second is given by
v a + bt. The units of constants a and b are

A. a m/sec b m/sec2'

B. a m b sec

C. a sec/m b sec2/m

D. a m/sec b m/sec

3 (2-6, 2-1). The magnitudes of vectors P fnd Q in a given system of
units are 20 and 40 respectively, and the angles which the vectors
make.with' the positive direction of the x-axis are 15° and 750
respectively.

1) What is the scalar product of these two vectors? ,

2) What is the magnitude of their cross (vector) prOduct?

4 (2-10, 1-6)., A train moving at a constant speed' of 60 mi/hr moves 0

eastward for 45 min, then in a direction 37° north of east for 15 min,
and finally westward for.30 min. What is the ,average velocity of the
train during this ruff?



2 SEGMENT 15

5 (2-14).. A particle moves along a straight line with a time-dependent
velocity given by

v at + Ot2

If in 1 sec the particle has traveled 2 m and at the end of the let
'second its speed is 5.m/sec, how far does the particle travel in 5
sec?

6 (2-17). A man wishes to cross a river 500 m wide. His rowing speed
relative to the water is 3.0 km/hr. The river flows at a speed of
2 km/hr. The mac's walking speed on shore is 5.0 km/hr. 'If the man .
wishes to reach a point directly opposite his starting point, at what
angle to the line connecting start and finish must he head the boat
in order to reach his destination in minimum time?

7 (3-6). A stone is dropped into the water from a bridge 144 ft high.
Another atone is thrown vertically down from the same bridge 1 sec
after the first iedropped. Both atones strike the water at the same
time. Calculate the initial speed of the second atone.

8 (3-9, 3-1). After jumping, a parachutist falls 50 m with his chute
unopened. (Assume zero air resistance.)' When the parachute opens, _

he decelerates at 2.0 mieec2. . He reaches. the ground with a speed of
-3.0 mieec. Find the time the_parachutiet is in the air.

9 (3-12, 1-10). A projectile is'fired from a point on a flat plane
and just clears a 25-ft fence a distance xl ft away. If x1 125 ft
and go 45', find the initial speed.



SEGMENT 15 3

10 (3-18). A particle is piojected from the origin with an initial
velocity of 40,m/sec at 37° above the horizontal. At the same time a-
second .particle is projected from the point (100 m, 0) with an initial
velocity ;0. After 4.55 sedonds the two particles collide in midair.
What is ;0?

11 (5 -1, 4-16). Two blocks of masses ml - 10 kg and m2 5 kg are in
contact on a frictionless table as shown in the diagram.

i41=3Ont
m1

...41111Mmw
\,

A horizontal force of 30 tit is4pplied to the block of mass ma. Find
the force acting on mass m2.

9

12 (5-5, 4-32). A block of mass m is sliding down a plane inclined at
45° to the horizontal. If the acceleration of the block is 2.0 m/sec2,
find the coefficient of kinetic friction.

A. 0.81
B. 1.1
C. 0.71
D. 0.51

13 (5-10, 4-1, 4-2, 4-5, 4-21). In the figure, a force ; is used to
-. pull the box at-constant speed
F, along a horizontal surface

that has a coefficient of
kinetic friCtion uk
What is the angle F at which
the magnitude F of the required
force is minimum?



SEGMENT 15

-14 (5-11). What is the minimum value of acceleration of an airplane

on a runway that will cause a 30-kg block placed against the rear

vertical wall of the plane to stick there? The coefficients' of static

and kinetic friction are 0.40 and 0.30, respectively, for all surfaces

inside the plane.

15 (5-12). A block of mass ml 2.0 kg is attached to the wall bya
string and lies on-top of a block of mass m2 7\-6.0 kg as shown in the

diagram.

\\\,
The coefficient of static friction between the blocks is 0.60 nd that

between the block of mass m2 and the floor is 0.40. What is the inimum

magnitude of the horizontal force F that will cause m2 to start mov :?

16 (5 -13, 5-2, 4-6). Two masses mi 4.0 kg and m2 2.0 kg, attached

by a rod of negligible mass parallel to the incline on which both slide,
travel down along the plane with m2 trailing mi. (See diagram.)

370

The angle of the incline is 9 so 37°. The coefficient of kinetic friction
between mi and the incline is ui 0.10, between m2 and'the incline is

U2 0.20. Find the common acceleration of the two masses.



SEGMENT 15 5

17 (5-18' J-1 man stands on a scale in an elevator. The elevator
initiall1 ,, .inward at a constant speed; then it s',:arts.decelera-
ting at 4.0 it, .;c2. What is the reading of the scale during the
deceleration?



6 SEGMENT 15

(a) rnPREci 'WER: 25.4°

Ua iLktit solve the problem symbolically. The symbols used are:

-vRE-'-vo - speed of the river relative to the Earth

vu = vb = speed of the boat relative to_the water

vm. = u = speed of the man relative to the Earth

d =width of the river

Let 0 be the angle at which the boat heads. The components of the
resultant velocity vx and vy are

vx = vb cos° (1)

vy = vo - sine (2)

Therefore, the time t1 the boat takes t cross the river is

t1 =,--=
vx j COSe

wni
,<ON The distance y this is the

distance downstream between the
0001. man's landing point and his

destination) is given by

y 7 vyti

= (vo - vb sine) t1

The time,t2, required.to walk
back to his destination is

t2

SUbstitution,of values for y and t1 from. equations (4) and (3) yields

(vo - vb sine) d
t2

uvb Cose

To obtain total time T, we add t1 and t2. Therefore,

(5)

Ji. (1 +.2.14 1 (6)T t1 + t2
vb u/cose u

t
an

e

Note: In equation (5) the quantity vo - vb sine must be positive.

next page



SEGMENT 15 7

continued

To minimize ,he function, we differentiate T with respect to e and
equate to zero.

or

dT d
1 += secs tang - sec20 0

de vb u

sine u + vo

v
b

sine
7.0

3.0

Therefore e 25.4°

(a) CC-41 q.,i ANSWER: 1) 400 2) 693

1) Th^ given vectors

(7)

are oriented as shown in the diagram. Note
that the angle between f and .4
is 60° so the scalar product is
given' by

PQ

(20)(40)(cos60°)

400

Ttle cross product is a vector of magnitude

PQ sine (20)(40)(0.866)

693



SEGMENT 15

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 43 nt

If m2 is to start moving, the applied force F must be greater than the
,sum of frictional forces, i.e.,

where

F> f
1
+ f 2

UsINI usimig

f2 - Us2N2 ` 1182(M1 4" 02) g

Thus the minimum necessary force is

[b] CORRECT ANSWER:

First, we treat
then we isolate
Since the force

F f1 f2 Uslm1g Us2(m1 m2) g

0 43.1 nt 43 nt

10 nt

the blocks as a group to find the acceleration;
the block of mass -m to calculate the force of contact.
of friction.is ignored, the sum of-the forces in the

xdirection is

EFx

Therefore"

a 2 m/sec2

Now for the block of Aiass m2 to accelerate at 2 misec2
force must act on it. Therefore,

El? F m2a

10 nt

the force acting on mass m2.

an unbalanced



SEGMENT 15 9

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 150 m

From the velocity, equation,

v + at + 8t2 (1)

the displacement is

s v dt - (at + Ot2) dt - ate +
3

Bt3 (2)

Setting t + 1 sec in equations (1) and (2) and usidg the given
data we obtain

, 1
2 .1. s (at t 1)

2
a +

3

1

5 + v (at t + 1) + a + 8

Solving the system of equations we obtain

a si 2 and B + 3

Therefore, at t - 5 sec, the displacement is

s (at t + 5) +
1

(2) (25) +
1

(3)(125). 150 m
2 3

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: A

As stated in the problem, the speed is measured in meters per second.
Every term in the expression for speed must have the same units.

Therefore,

and

or

a + m/sec

bt - m/sec.

b uWeec2

r



10 SEGTIENT 15

[al CORRECT ANSWER: 31°

IMMO OIMID 11M NIMD 01=10 1111=1

When the box is moving at a constant speed, the horizontal and vertical
components of the-net force on the box must be zero:

Fx F Case - f 0 (1)

F F sine + N - mg 0 (2)

f m PO

Solving for F, we obtain

F
-cos° + uk, sine

ukmg

To minimize F, we put dF/de 0, i.e.,

dF Peg
de (pose + pk sine)4 (-nine + Uk cose) 0

or

Thus

uk ft mmme

e imp tan-10.6 31°

(3)

(4)



SEGMENT 15 11

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 17 sec

The speed when the parachute opens and the time t1 during free fall are

v = (1)

where = 50 m, and

ti =
8

(2)

respectively.

The time t2 required for the remaining part of.the trip may be obtained
from

of = v - at2

where of = 3.0 m/sec and a = 2.0 m/sec2.

Therefore

t2

and

V

a

a

= 14.2 sec

= 3.2 sec
c

Therefore, total time = t1 + t2 = 17.4 aec so 17 sec

(3)



12 SEGMENT 15

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 180 lb

or

and

+
N + w ma

N - mg ma,

Reading of the scale N +a).

A free-body diagrem shows
all the forces on the man.
The force of gravity, w,
is directed downward.
The reaction force, N, of
the scale-platform on the
man (which is equal in
magnitude to the reading
of the scale) is directed
upward.

,Now, deceleration in the
downward direction is
equivalent to positive
(upward) acceleration.
Thus,

160
32

(32 4-4.0) 180 lb

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: 25 m/sec2

In order for the block to remain stationary, the frictional force
must be at least equal to its own weight:

or

Thus,

f pN mg

2. mg

a ILL. 24.5 m/sec2 25 m/sec2
11 0.40



SEGMENT 15 13

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 26 m/sec and e 67'

At the time of collision, both particles h.-ve the same coordinates,

xl x2
at t 4.55 sec (1)

Y1 2. y2

The equations for coordinates are

xl vl cos81 t (2)

1
Yl.." .v1 sin91 t -2- gt

2
(3)

and

x2 xo + v2 cose2 t. (4)

y2 v2 sine2 t 7
I

gt
2

From (1), (3) and (5), we get

v2 sin02 - vl sinel (6)

and from (1), (2).and (4)

From (6) and (7)

and

v2 cooe2 0 vl cosel -
xot

V 2 2v1 x° X°2 26v12 - _v1 cosel ---+ mien:
t t2

vl sin01
tanO2 2.4

vl cos01

e2 67.4° as 67°

(7)
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SEGMENT 15

(a] CORRECT ANSWER: 19 mi/hr, 19° north of east

)r(north)

The average velocity is

.7c Ev E ti

where

and

Therefore

and

D Dx2 + D 2

x(east)

D D +to + DX tx 2x 3x

votl + vot2 cos37° - v
ot3

27 mi

D + D + Dly 2y. 3y

0 vot2 sin37° + 0

9 mi

D 28.4 mi

t tit t2 + t3

- LS hr

,

17 18.9 mi/hr 19 mi/hr

and makes angle of

tan-1(,) tan-10
Dx 3

Du

with the easterly direction; imother words, makes an angle of 19° with
the easterly direction.



SEGMENT 15 -

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: C

1

15

The sums of the forces in the x and y directions are

and
Fx 4 mg sin45°

mg cos45° 4 0
Fy

so -ma

where ultN4 f, the:lorce of kinetic friction.

Solving the simultaneous equationitor Vi,

sin45 °. '7 a

g cos45°

one obtains.

(9.8-m/sec2)(0.707) 2 m/secg

(9.8 plsec2)(0.707)
i()

0.11, the' oefficient efIcinetic frietion

Note that. the coefficient can'be calculated withOutreferenCe.to,the;
mass of the bloCk.



16 SEGMENT 15

(a) CORRECT ANSWER: 40 ft/sec

Let t be the time required for the first atone to reach the water. Then

144 gt
1 2

(1)

For the second stone, we have

144 vo(t - 1) g(t - 1)2 (2)

From-(1) and (2), we obtain

gt2 vo(t - 1) + g(t 1)2

or 1
gt

Solving for t in (1), we obtain

Thus, "Ng

t " 3 sec

vo 40 ft/sec .

(b) CORRECT ANSWER: 1) 30.0 mi/hr

1) From ir' As/At we find

2) 44.0 ft/sec

se cv 090
sec

x 3600
hr

x! 30 mi/hr

(3)

3) 13.4 m/sec

The distance Was given in 4 significant figures and the time in 3.
Therefore, the,answer must be written in.3 significant figures; i.e.,

.V 30.0 mi/hr

2) Using the relationship 60 mi/hr ix 88 ft/see,we find

3) In the MKS system

44.0 ft x, 12.0 x 2 54 X 1 M
p7 sec ft

in Ca
in 100 cm

or

44.0 ft/sec

v 13.4 m/sec



SEGMENT 15 17

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 4.8 m/sec2

37°\

W2

. ;1
, MaSS

The equations of motion in the directions paiallel to and normal to the
. incline are

sine - T - fl
and

N1 wl cose
where

mla

cose (2)fi II1N1 111w1

Substituting the equivalent of f1 and solving equation (1) for T, we
obtain

Mass m2:

ct4

where

.7

wf.sine - uiwi cose - (3)

sine + T - t m2a

N2 w2 core

f2 U2N2 S2W2 cose.-

(.4)

(5)

-4 Solving equation (4) for T after substituting the *equivalent of f2 from
equation (5), we find that

T -w2 Sine + u2w2 cose + m2a
G

(6)

next page
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18 SEGMENT 15

continued

Equating equations (3) and (6) and solving for a, it is seen that

a
ml

1 m2[(41 + w2) sine - (ulwi + u2w2) coal

1127 172 1 (ml + m2) sine -.(u
1

m
1 U2m2) c°891

4.8 m/sec2

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 71 ft/sec

=25 ft

- 125 ft

vo(cosedtr (1)

0
Where t1 is the time the wojectile takes to reach point (xl, y1), and

1yi voyti - IF gt12

o
(sineo)ti - -2

1
- g 2

(2)

Solving equation (1) for ti and substituting the value obtained in
equation (2) yields

Therefore,

xi
.3r1 gm X1 tan% -

1g
37-2c,713
o

(1/2)gx12, 11
vo

(x1 tan80 yl) cos280

.70.7'ft/sec 71 ft/sec

2

2

(3)
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-;MENT 16
1

1 (6-8, 6-2). A 2.0-kg sphere is tie one ette of a string 1 -meter
long. The sphere is whirled around i. horizam:ai circle wt_:h ap angular
speed of 2.0 rad/sec.

a. Calculate !.te magnitude of the 'phere's acceleration.

b. Calculate the tension in the string.

2 (6-9, 6-1, 4-29, 4-26). The 8.00 lb particle in the figure below is
attached to a verti-al rod by means of two strings of equal length--each
5.00 ft. When the system rotates about the axis of the rod the strings
become extended as shown.

a. How many revolutions per minute must the system make in order
for the tension in the upper cord to be 15.0 lb?

b. What is then the tension in the lower cord?

8.00 lb

(6-14). A highway exit is a circular curve of radius 300 ft. If the
road is 1,.vel,"what minimum coefficient of friction between the auto-
mobile tires and the road mill prevent skidding at 30 mph?

(6-15). The pilot of as hiamplana ..!ving vertically at a velocity of
4111. pulls out of Ow t'loye 411P changing his course to a circle in a'.

..4s.tita, plane. What 4.. taintless tadius of the circle is feet mbith
Ai: insure that the acceleration at.the lowest -point will mot excuse 7 g?



2 SZUKENT 16

(6- bead can slide without on a cirmu:11r hoop of. r.ad:::::m

10 cm in a vertical place. ThE,

hoop rotates at a constant
cf 2.0 rev/sec about. the
diameter shown in the dLamram
Find the angle 0 at whi-Tr. leac

is in equilthrium.

. 6 (1-2, --I,. A man pushes E 60-11 black along a_ _ vel floor with a f=rze
directo below the horizontal. :± the coeffi=nt of kinetic fric=ion
is (71_7('

((e' hene-much-wca.A must the man do-in Tifat the block
thrnItigh 3C ft at constant speed?

!b) 'mows much work is done by the normal force

7 (7-Z). The magnitude of the force in pounds required to stretch a certain
spring a distance of x feet beyond Its unstretched :i.ength is given by F 10x.
How much wax is required to stret::. the spring by 7.0 ft?

8 (7-9). A :.0-kg block z attachec to a spring on a frictionless horizontal
surfae4e.. "'he spring when=nstretchec has a length of 0.25 m (including the
block) and its force cons oat is 10' nt/m. What is the work done in stretch-
ing the somtng when the hi. ck is mowed from xl 0.15 m to x2 0.30 m?
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9 (7-10). A constant horizontal force o.
block along a horizontal floor.

(a) Haw much work does the fore- do .

(b) If the block moves at a corm/ant
power delivered?

10 (7-15). A particle of mass m is pr
angle 8 to the horizontal with an ini-
of the particle at the highest point _

Find the angle of projection. (Neglec-

3

nt is used to push a 50-kg

rbving the block through 10 m?

¶ of 2 m/sec, what is the

pct w_ from ground level at an
r-eed of vo. The kinetic energy
f that at the ground level.

4L :esistance.)

11 (7-24, 8-1). A 4-kg block slides A 30° inclined plane. The speed
of the block at point A is
1 m/sec, and at B it is
3 m/sec. If the distance
from A to B is 2 m, what is
the work done by friction
between A and B?

12 (7-27). A 5.00-kg block starts to ode up an lacline-d-p-lase-with a
speed of 40.0 m/sec at the lowest point The block stops momentarily near
the top of the incline and then slides zown again. The angle of_the incline
is 37°. _If, on,return, the speed of the block alit the lowest point on the
incline is 30.0 m/sec, how much energy _s dissipated due to friction?

13 (8-5, 7-18). A 3-kg body at rest at point A slides down a smooth
track as shown in the diagram.
Find the horizontal distance x
traxhpoints p to D where the
by lands.

A



SEGICENT if

(8-18) A 40-Wg is Ee:tachted to one enc of massless -od.
The a:her end of he is _:1nn..-:.:ed to a fric77_,___:1, pivot. The

is re_--Fas*ed from rest f:-_:-

positiun , as Shown in me
diagra=. What is the tense in
in t17' 77a.r. in newtons when

I :he h LL. swings through thf,

:owes pair: (B)?

15 (8-9). For a force

F(x) -
x7

where K is a constant and Ue1 0, what is th potential energy U 110
a particle, located at an arbdiftexery point x?

. K 1
B. - --

6 x6

K 1C. --
6 x6

D. -
K
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16 (8-13). A O.- block is presse
light spring Inal71-14 spring conv- :n

spring has been .--.7.7377essed 0.95 r

slides along a fr--:7tzioniess incl

the block reach tyll=e sliding _

'9-4). A piece of 3/4-inch plyN,
Lmiform mass deity and thickneF

:ind the zoordinatass of the center ..

IT

Against, but not attached to, a

1.2 x 103 nt/m. When the
.1.ock is released. The block

s=rface. What maximum heig'It does
:c-.771 the plane?

as been cut into the shape shown.
are assumed for this piece of wood,
!lass.

133 (g.-6.' -mar 11,articles with respective masses ml - m2 = 3 kg and
m3 - m4 - 1 kg occupy
the four corners of a
4 m x 4 m square as
shawm in the diagram.
Each particle is subps,1-
to a 15 -n' frce u.
dirm.: iert E311ow4, 4-he

diagram. Calculate the
acceleration of the center
of mass of this system.

- X
Ins
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19 (10-1). A both, witr a mess of 3 kg elides down a ocrved track which is
one quadrant of a ci radius z_ If the :rack is frictionless and

the block starts from rest, what
is the mmmentum of the block at
the Son= of the track.

20 (10-5;. -9-4) . Pour marticles, each of mass 3 k& occupy time four
corners of 4 m b m squamm as shown in the diagrms. Each particle is
moving with a spa af 10 nisec in the dtrectann shown in the c.iagram.

(a) Locate the coordinates of the center of mimes of the four-particle
system in the coordinate system shown in the eldegram.

(b) Calculate the velocity of the center of mass of this system.
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21 (10 -10). A force of constamt direction given by

1
F kt-

9 nt 8 nt/sec2)

is exerted on a 2-kg particle which is initially moving at a speed of

10 ta/sec. Find the momentum of the particle at the end of .3 seconds.

22 (10 -13) A nucleus, origihally at rest, decays radioactively by emitting

an electro- of momentum 9.12 x 10-16 gm-cm/sec, and at right angles to the

direction of the electron a neutrinovaid, momentum 5.33 x 10-16 gin -cm /'sec.

What is the magnitude of the momentum of the residual nucleus?

0
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 1800 nt

In addition to counteracting the weight of the ball, mg, the rod must
provide the required centripetal force, mv2/L, where t is the distance _

from. the pivot to the center of the ball. Thus, the tension in the rod
will be

mvT = mg + 2
(1)

We can use conservation of energy to eliminate the speed "from equAtion (1).
The initial positionof the ball is

h = k + t cos 37° = 1.82, / (2)

above the lowest point B'. If B is taken as the zero potential energy
reference, then its potential energy at A is mgh = 1.8 mgt. This must
be equal to the kinetic energy of the ball at B. Thus,

or

1.8 mgt = (1/2)mv2

mv2 = 3.6 mgt

Substituting this in (1) we obtain

= mg + 3.6 mg = 4.6 mg

= 4.6 x 40 x 9.8 = 1800 nt
I

[6] CORRECT ANSWER: Zero

The sum of the four forces is

-Ps, Eli = -15 + 15 1 + 15 - 15 = 0

Therefore, the acceleration of the center of mass is

acm . 0

Each particle is accelerating in the direction of the force exerted on it,
but the directions and magnitudes of the four accelerations are such that
the center of mass remains 'Stationary.
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 52°

The equations of motion in horizontal and vertical directions are,
respectively

N sine = m21._
2

(1)

where v is the linear velocity of the beid, and

N cos() - mg = 0 (2)

Substituting the expression for N given in equation (2).into equation (1)
yields

mg sine m m
"cos() r

However,. v = rw = 21.fr, where f = number of revolutions per second.
Therefore,

41.2f 2r sin()

6 cos()

However, r = R sine

Therefore

Therefore

Cos() as --13--
41.2f 2R

9.130

r

4 x (3.14)2 x 4 x 10

= 0.62

52°

(3)
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 38.2 rev/min; 5.00 lb

4.00 ft

COO ft

-I-

From equation (2),

Thus,

sine

cose
2T1 cose

sine

rw 2wfr
.

a) The components of the
forces in the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively,
are

MV2
T

1
cose + T

2
COS° (1)r

T
1

T
2

Sine w (2)

where f- is the 'number of revolutions per second:

lhereferei we, -,have

't(2Wf)2r '2T1 tose 7'w-cote

.

2T1,cos8 = w cote

(3).

(0.7

'(5)
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o

(a) CORRECT ANSWER: 450 ft-lb; 0

a) Since the block moves at constant speed, the net force on it is
zero. Therefore, the frictional force must be equal to the horizontal
component of the applied force; that is

f uN F cose (15

The magnitude of the normal -force N is the sum of the block's weight and
the vertical component bf the applied force, so

N mg + F sine (2)

Substituting (2) into (1) we obtain

umg + uF sine F cose (3)

We solve (3) for F, using the fact that for the present problem 0 45° so

sine cose, to obtain

umg
F (1 - u) cose

The work done on the block is

W F's
+

Fs cose Pmge
1 - u

0.2 x 60 x 30
1 -' 0.2

450 ft-lb

b) The work done by the normal.force is

++
WN Ns cos90° 0

t,

0
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,

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 38 cm

The compressed spring-plus-block represents a system at one energy state.
Itt this state the total mechanical,energy is. the potential energy of the
spribg plus the potential energy of the block.

State One: Kinetic Energy + Potential Energy

.,

+ u
1 2

o +.1 kx2+ mghl

where hr is the initial height of the block.

After the spring is released, the block slides (without friction) up the
plane until it stops momentarily. At that point we may write,

el

State Two:

K2 + U2 . p + mgh2

Since the total mechanical energy of the syttem is conserved, we may
equate the energy of the fitst state with the energy of the second,state:

Therefore, ,

.K1 + U
1

I. K2 + U2'

or

kX2 + mgh mgh2
2

The maximum height would be

or

(h2 - h1) 1/222e_
'mg

38 cm

4

o
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 0.202

A centripetal force equal to mv2/r is required to provide the centripetal
acceleration if the car is to remain on the (circular) road. Since'the
road is level, the force must be,provided by friction. The frictional
force is

F omg

and must be equal to the required centripetal force; i.e.,

mv2

or

r

v2 (44)2 1936
P gr 2020:32 x 300 9600

(Note: Use was made of the relationship that 30 mi/hr = 44 ft/sec)

O

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: 9 m/sec 18 nt

a) Since the angular speed of the sphere is constant, the only acceleration
experienced by the sphere is the centripetal acceleration,directed toward
the center of rotation. The magnitude of this acceleration is

ac = v2/r = w2r = t9 rad2/seO2) x (1 m) = 9 m/sec2

"b) The tension in the string is equal to the magnitude of the required
centripetal force. Thus, using Newton's second law of motion,

'T = mac = s(2 kg) x (9 m/sec2) = 18 nt

411

1
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 1000 j; 200 v

a) By definition, the work done by a constant force is

W = F s
-+

In this case the force is directe4 along the displacement'so

W = Fs = 100 x 10 = 1000 j

b) From the definition of power

dW
P

dt

the expression

P = F.v

can be derived.

Since the force and velocity are along'the same direction, we obtain

P 1.1, 100 x 2 200

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: 1750 j

Energy last due to'friction

(KZ, +\ - (KE

But

Ui = Uf

Thus, energy lost due to friction

(KE)1 - (KE)f

1
mv2

1
viv2i - f

= 1750
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 1.06 x 10-15 gm-cm/se'

When there is no external
momentum of the system is
is zero before the decay,
neutrino, and the nucleus
may write:

15

force acting in the system, we know that the
conserved. Since the momentum of,the nucleus
the total momentum of the electron, the
must be zero after decay. Therefore, we

r32 -PI °

where PI is the momentum of the electron, P2 that of the neutrino, P3

that of the nucleus. The sum of PI + P2 can be calculated easily
becau#e of geometry. Therefore,

or

+ '1;2. 12 - 1;312

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: 13.3 kg-,m/sec 1

Taking the bottom of the track as the zero potential energy reference,
And using conservation of energy we find

,Potential Energy at A Kinetic Energy at B

or

Thus,

mgR 2 m2 where p

p 32(9.8)(1) - 13.3 kg-m/sec
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[a], CORRECT ANSWER: -23.2 j

B

- - ONE + U)f - (KE +17)/.

(1.mvf2 + 0) - mvi2 + mg& sine)

- m(vf2 - vie - 2gt sine)

m
2
432 - 12 - 2(9.8)(2)(q

2j

,m 2(-11.6) - -23.2 j

[b] CORRECT ANSWER:

1 2
(KE)ground mv°,

50

1 2(KE) highest point- Vavx

sincy vy at the highest point is zero

Given: ( K4 )ground 2(KE)highest point

Substitution yields

mvo2 mvx2)

Therefore

Therefore'

1
vx --vo But, in additioni

so 450

coseo

ti
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 24.5 m

Using conservation of energy, she mooed of the particle at point B is

vo " vox 1
(1)

The time of flight may be obtallowd. f=mn

1 gt 2-t +oy 2

where

oy

Therefore

2h2

g

The required distance is

x = v tox

= tvo

112gh,2h,
2/E17-2

x= 24.5 m

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: 56 kg-In/sec

3

Fdt
o

3

Pf IS Pi +.1 kt2) dt

7Mr

1

=xlv + 1(3 1 k )T
0

. (20 + 36) kg-m/sec = 56 kgm/sec

=
2

gt2

(2)
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER:, Xcm - 2 ft; Ycm 1.3'ft

Divide the piece of wood into a rectangle and two squares of 4,.4413 8 ft2,

1 ft2 and 1 ft2 respectively. The masses and the coordinates the

centers of mass of these pieces are 8p, 1p and lo and (2.0, 1.:), (O.:, 2.5)

and (3.5, 2.5), respectively, wheie

0 mass units/ft

Therefore

and

xcm

Ycm'

16p + 0.5p + 3.5p
10p

= 2 ft

Emixi 8p + 2.5p + 2.5p

Emi 10p

1.3 ft

[b] CORRECT .ANSWER: -.375 j

.25 m

tililliiiiiiiiiiiii
.15m

IMION100011
initial
position

relaxed
position

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I HI 1111

.30tr

final
position

Jr

X
Work done on spring - kx dx - -. kx 2

. generally.
0

Work done on spring in "stretching" from 0.15 m to 0.25 m (a displacement
of 0.1 m)

- 1 1-kx2 - (100)(0.1)2
2 2

- 0.5 j

Work done on spring from 0.25 to 0.30 (displacement of 0.05 n)

+ 1 kx2 I+ (100)(0.05)2
2 2

= +.125 j

Total work done on spring -.375 j A



[a] coma= AMER: (a) xcm 2m; ycm 2m (b) Zero

(LO, The, position vectors of the four narticles are

0 r
2

Therefotw

Emiri

41 r
3

+ 43 f
4

4j

0. + 121 + (121 + 121) + 123

mi 12

or

xcm 2m and y m Age 2m

(b) The momentum vectors of the four particles are

Therefore

pl -30j P2 - 301 p3 303' p4 -301

22k . -303 + 30i -h 303 - 301
cm

1511 12

0

.1

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: 1530 ft

Thus

mv2
R

as ma

m(7g)

(400
5280 2

v2R Mi
t7a, 7 x 3:

0.0 1530 ft
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 45 ft-lb

By definition

^s2
W E 1 1 Fs ds .Bje" Fx dx

..

.

LI
1

Using the given data, with xl = 0 and x2 = 3.0 ft, we obtain

3.0 3.0

W 10x dx = 5x2 I. = 45 ft-lbi

3 0

[I)] CORRECT ANSWER: B

Since

we obtain

dU = -F dx

fu(x)
F dx

u(x). dx
x7

1

6 ,x6
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SEGMENT 17 1

1 ,(11-1). The diagram dhows the dependence of the force applied by a
mallet to a croquet ball
during the time of
contact. If'the magnitude
of the total impulse
imparted to the croquet
ball by the mallet is
0.4 lb-sec, what is the
maximum value of the meg-

° nitude of this impulsive
force?

. 1 01 .002
finto (5)

2 (11-5). A falling tennis ball of mass 4 oz strikes-the floor
vertically at a speed of 16 ft /s'ec and rebounds upward at 16 ft/sec.
The ball was in contact with the floot for 0.01 sec. What was'the
magnitude.of average-force during contact?

3 (11-11). A 500-kg flat car can roll without friction along a straight
horizontal track. A 100-kg man is standing still on the car when it
moves to the right at 5 m/sec. The man starts running to the left and
he picks up a speed of 6 m/sec relative to the car before jumping off
the car at the left end. What is the speed of the car at the moment
the man jumps?

. 4 (12-1, 11-18). In a one-dimensional elastic collision, between two
particles, an 18 -kg mass is initially moving to the right with a speed
of 5 m/sec. The second particle with amass of 2 kg is initially. behind
the first and is also moving,to the right with a speed of 20 m/sec.
WhaS is.the- speed of each particle-immediately after the collision?
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5 (12-6, 11-15). A 15-gm wood block rests on a frictionless horizontal

surface. A 5-gm bullet is fired horizontally and becomes embedded in.-

the block- What frabtion of the bullet's kinetic energy is dissipated
(convertedto other forms of energy)?

6 (12-10). A particle of mass m moving with an initial speed of 7 m/sec
collides elastically with an identical particle which is initially at

rest. After collision, the path of the first particle is observed to

,Take an angle of 45° with the initial direction. Find the speeds of the

two particles after,collision

7 (12-14). Apair of frictionless inclined planes are so oriented
that the paths of two particles, one sliding down each plane, intersect

at right angles on the level surface at the instant of collision. If

each partible has a mass
of 2.0 slugs and they
both start 32 ft above

32ft 32ft
the level surface, find
the speed of the combined
mass after a perfectly
inelastic collision.

8 .(13-1). Two-particles with respective masses of 1.0 kg and 9.0 kg

are held fixed at points 1.0 m apart. How far from the 1.0 -kg particle

must a 2.0-kg particle be placed so that it will remain at est while

the gravitational force due to the fixed masses is acting upon it?

9 (13-4). Derive an expression for the speed of a satellite of,mass

m in circular orbit around the Earth in terms of the mass of the earth,

Me, and the radius of the satellite's orbit, r.
q1

A. v' GliK7 B. . v

v--

C. v D. V 111 F-Gin

c45



- ,
10 (137104 4-11). A mass m isplaced'on t, * 00*fa**ofthe Earth.: .
The gravitational attraction0 the,girphlo**j*tivitten as

I'
nitc, (1)G
R

On the othef hand, the weight'of..a body with mass 'm diii,b.09#tten as
, 4

where g.iii-the acceleration with which - the body falls toward'ti)a
,

Earth.
Do the symbols m and m' in (1) and (2)' stand for-inertial or graVita,-,'''
tional mass ?'

4 ,

A. both gravitational
.B. both inertial ', ,

C. m gravitational; :gym': inertial

D. m inertial,' m'. gravitational

(13-11). Because o£ the of the'Earth,:a.plumb bob does not
hang,2akactly along, the'.

.

.. .

IN4 direction of the grwrita-,t,

tioaal pull,but'deviatei
frOm-this_direction by a
small: angle 4.

41.

In the diagram, the bob swings southward in the plane of the paper. If
a w2R cos. is the radial acceleration.of the body at latitude e and g''
is the acceaaration due to gravity at the surface of:the Earth, the` relationship.
between 0 and latitude (6) is:

A. cot0 cotO

W2R cOselaine
. tan 0

g + Writ:co:4'6

-

GOO
g sine.

g sing
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12 (13-19). A spherical body is made up of two concentric shells of
different mass densities. The
shells have masses ml and m2,
respectively. The inner and
outer radius of ml are r and
ri, those of m2 are r1 and r2
as shown in the diagram. The
density of each shell is uni-
form. Derive an expressidn for
the magnitude of the gravita-
tiOnal field,strength at a
point P located between the two
shells.

Gm
A. _2.

r22

Gm1
B. 2r1

Gml Gm2
C.

r12 r2 2

D. zero

13 (14-6, 14-1, 13-15). Three particles
of equal mass m 2.0 kg are placed at
the vertices of an equilateral triangle
of side ,a 2.0 m as shown. Calculate .

. a) the field at the center of mass
of the system (point p)

the gravitational potential at
the same point

c) the work that must be done by
an- outside agent in order to
move a 3.0-kg particle from a
point at infinity to point p
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14 (14 -10). Two equal point masses each of mass M.are placed I

distance 4r apart. Midway between the two masses at point p, the
gravitational field is zero and a point particle of mass m is trapped

there. However, if m is disturbed and allowed to escape towards one
of the larger masses M, the kinetic energy of mass m when it is a

distance r from- M is

A.
GMm-

B.

r

GMm
2r

C. 0

D.
GMm
3r

a

ti

15 (14-14). What is the minimum speed necessary for a Lunar Module

to escape the moon's gravitational field (escape velocity)?

GIVEN: M = moon's mass .4 7.78 x 1022 kg

R = moon's radius = 1080 miles

m =mass of Lunar Module = 1000 kg

G = Universal Gravitational Constant = 6.67 x 10-11 nt-m2/kg2
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: C

Everybody on the surface of the Earth rotates in a circle with c nter on
the Earth's axis. It therefore has a radial acceleration a . w2r towards
the axis (r R cose). The equation of motion for the bob is

+

where T . tension in the plumb line.

We choose a set of axes oriented in the direction of the gravitational
force.

The scalar equations for the x and y directions are

Tx mw2 R cose sine

T g + mw R cos 29

Combining the last two equations we obtain

tan
w2 R cos() sine

g)

Ty g + w2 R cosze

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: D

Using conservation of energy principle for particle m we obtain

KE + PE at center KE + PE at new location

Therefore

-
GMM GMM KE - GMm GMM

0
2r 2r r 3r

GMm
KE

3r
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: a) Zero b) -3.5 x 10-10 j/kg -11 x 10-10 j

a)

y

With the chosen coordinate system as shown in the figure, the Coordinate
of the center of mass of the system is

(0, lir-)

2Y3

The field at that point may be represented as the sum of three vectors with
the same magnitude. The angle between any two of them is 120°. Thus the
field at that point is zero.

b) The potential at the center of mass can be calculated as the.algebraic
sum of three equal. terms

- Gm Gm Gm 4_3(5 Gm _3.5 x 10-10 j/kg

(71) (h) (A)

c) The work that must be done against gravity is equal to the potential
energy of the 3.0-kg puticle in the field of the other three particles.
This is equal to the mass times the potential at p, i.e.,

U - m'V = -10.5 x 10-10 j

- 11 x 10 -10
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[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 6 m/sec

Since there are no external forces momentum must be conserved. Taking
the ground as our frame of reference, we obtain for the momentum of the
system before the man starts running

pi = (m + M)vo (1)

where m and M are the masses of the man and car respectively, and vo is
the initial speed of the car. Let u be the "speed of the man relative to
the car, and v be the speed of the car relative to ground. The velocity
of the man relative to ground is .v + u or in scalar form. v u (recall

that v is to the right and u is to the left). Thus the total final
momentum becomes

pf My + m(v - u) = Om + M)v - mu (2)

Conservation of momentum (pi vs.pi) gives

On +:14)vo (M + m) v - mu

or

.122
v vo m T T !

. 5 4 .

600
x 6 6 m/sec

tb] CORRECT ANSWER: 400 lb

From the definition)of impulse

.

J 1..11? d
e/

we know that the magnitude of the impulse is area under the shown curve.
Thus,

and

J 7
1

(height) x (base)

F = (height) so 2J/(base)

2 x 0.4
... 400 lb

0.002
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[0 CORRECT ANSWER: 1.53 miles/sec

The gravitational potential energy of the Lunar Module on the moon's

surface is
.7

GMm
U1 =

We know that the gravitational potential energy of the Lunar Module will

be zero at an infinite distance from the moon. Basically then, we want

to give the Lunar Module enough initial velocity to carry it all the way

to "infinity" and, when it gets there, its velocity should just be zero.

In. equation form, this becomes

but

and

Therefore,

and thus,

or

on the moon at infinity

Km

Um ..,

=

1 2
my

2

v2 ag

+ Um

0

0

.
escape

2G/4

= Km + Um

(reference point of potential energy)

(see discussion above)

GMni
0=

R

v = 1.53 miles/second
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!a] CORRECT ANSWER: "8 m/sec; -7 m/sec

SEGMENT 17'

Let m
1
and m

2 be the masses of the small and large particles, respectively.
Let ul and u2 be the initial speeds of ml and m2, respectively.

From conservation of momentum we obtain

miul + m2u2 mivi m2v2 (1)

and from conservation of kinetic energy we obtain

1 1
1M20.22 mlmv2 4. 1imu2

m2v22 (2)

Rewriting (1) and (2) as

mi(ul - v1) 0 m2(v2 - u2) (3)

mi(u12 - v12) m2(v22 - u22)

and dividing (4) by (3) we obtain

u
1
+ v

1
-11 2 + U

2

(4)

(5)

Or

- .02 0 v2 - V1 (6)

From (6)

V2 ui - U2 + VI (7)

Substituting (7) into (3) we find

4 °

M1 m2 2m2
VI 0 111 U2

ml + m2 ml -r m2

Substituting the given numerical values, we obtain

2 - 18(20)
+ 22r(5)2 + 18

0 -7 m/sec

v2 t 20 - 5 - 7 8 misec



SEGMENT 17 11

[a] CORRECT ANSWER:: 5 m/sec; 5 m/sec

Before Collision After Collision

2

Applying the conservation of momentum for the x and y directions, we
obtain

u1 vl cos0 + v2 cos0 (1)

and

0 vl sine - v2 sin+ (2)

Squaring equations (1) and (2) and adding yields

u12 v12 + v22 - 2v1v2 sine sin+ + 2 viv2 cose cos+ (3)

(noting that sin2x + cos2x 1)

The conservation of kinetic energy for identical particles yields,

. 2 " 2 " 2
-1 "1 v2

*Comparing equations (3) and (4), we obtain

sine sin0- cos° cos+

Therefore

0 + 0 90°

Hence

0 45°

Substituting numerical values in equatiofis(1) and (2) we obtain

111 5111/sec .
and v2 5 m/sec

(4)

(5)



12 SEGMENT 17

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 25 lb

J -6p dt

ep - am,(;f - let

where 4i rebound velocity and 4.i impact velocity

Thus

Ap of - (-vi) I At

m(vf vi)
-.25 lb

At At

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: B

A satellite in circular orbit experiences a centripetal acceleration
ac v2/r. The gravitational force on the satellite of magnitude
GmMe/r2 is the only force acting on it and the force must be equal to
the required centripetal acceleration, mv2/r. Thus

or

Me/r



SEGMENT 17 13

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 0.75

In the horizontal direction, there are no. external forces acting on the
wooden block or the bullet. Consequently, the initial horizontal momentum
of the bullet and block before collision must be equal to the final hori-
zontal momentum of the bullet and block after the bullet becomes embedded
in the block. Therefore, we can write that

my (4 +- m)V

where m mass of bullet

M mass of wooden block

v initial velocity of bullet

V final velocity of bullet plus block

Consequently,

(M + m)
v (1)

The fraction f of the bullet's initial kinetic energy that was dissipated
-during the collision can be determined by

Therefore,

f
initial KE - final KE

initial KE

f
2
1 mv2

2
4. ov2

1' 2
my.

Rearranging, we obtain,

f 1 - (M m) (V)2
m / \V/

Now we can insert the expression for v from equation 1 into equation 2
to yield,

(2) D

(m m) (itray)
m

next page



14 SEGMENT 17

continued

or

f M
M + m

Notice that this fraction does not de2end upon any velocities. Substituting
the known values we obtain

f 0.75

[a] CORRECT ANSWER;_ 32 ft/sec

Using the principle of compervation of energy, the speed of each particle
just before collision ifi

u /fai for both

Applying conservation of momentum, we obtain

muu

Hence

momentum before collisionmomentum after
collision

2m2u2 2mV.

where V speed of combined
mass after collisiah.

ft /IX
YL ir

- sriF'm 32 ft/sec



SEGMENT 17 15

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: B

The gravitational field strength inside a spherical shell of uniform
mass distribution is zero. The outer shell, therefore, will not
contribute to the field at P.

The contribution of the inner shell will be the same as if all of its
masa, ml, were concentrated at its center. Thus, the magnitude of the
fieA at P is

v Gml/r12

[b] CORRECT ANSWER: C

In the expression

GmMe
F

Re2

m clearly stands for the gravitational mass. On the other hand m'
represents an inertial mass as g is given as an acceleration and (2)
is merely a statement of Netwon's second law.



16 SEGMENT 17

[a] CORRECT ANSWER: 0.25 m

1-X -Si
I I

1 kg i; P F2 9 kg

Since gravitational forces are attractive the point in question must lie
between the two given particles so that the respective forces on the third
particle are equal-1n magnitude but opposite in direction. Let this point,
P, lie a distence x from the 1.0-kg particle. Then

Gm m

I
1I -

x2

and

Gm
2
m

3

(1 - x)2

We must have

Fl or , IFI I

Thus,

Gm m Gm m
22-_

x2 (1 - x)'2

or

\rn

m2 x (1 - x)

or

m x 1 - x
mi

Finally,

1 1x ----7.1=msm:1:41 0.25 m

that is, the point in question lies a distance.. ,

x 0.25 m from the 1.0-Wparticle


